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This is the most abundant and remarkable occurrence of silica
glass that has yet been discovered in nature. In addition to
broken cindery masses up to 9 inches across there are large num-
bers of ' bombs' of various shapes and sizes, ranging from 5
inches across to small * black pearls.' These * bombs ' are very
light, being cellular and very full of bubbles. The bubbles are of
all sizes, ranging from 2\ to 5^- inch. Many of these c bombs *
consist inside of snow-white silica-glass resembling pumice, and
coated outside with a thin skin of jet-black silica-glass. The black
glass is almost free from bubbles and its surface is usually quite
smooth and glossy, but is often beset with tiny pimples, also of
black glass. Mr. Hey's analysis of this black glass shows rather
less silica than that quoted above for the white glass, namely
silica 87-45 per cent., much more iron (ferrous oxide 5*77 per
cent, and ferric oxide 0*28 per cent.), and also a little nickel
(NiO 0-35 per cent.).
These c bombs ' were no doubt ejected from a pool of molten
silica formed by the fusing of the clean desert sand at the spot
where the meteorite struck the earth, and their highly cellular
character was no doubt due to the partial vaporization of the
silica. As they flew outwards through an atmosphere of silica,
iron, and nickel vapours they became coated with the skin of
black glass, and the tiny pimples perhaps represent dew-drops
of silica condensed on their surface. At a slightly later interval
of time the less pure sandstone (containing silica 92-06 per cent.)
beneath the desert sand became involved, melting to a grey and
bluish silica-glass in which are embedded angular fragments of
the white glass already consolidated but not yet shot out from
the crater, and giving rise to a kind of ' pudding stone' (fig.
126). This specimen shows a ropy surface of fused silica (fig. 12a)
and seems to have been one of the * bombs * ejected slightly
later.
Quartz melts at a temperature of about 1700° C. and at a still
higher temperature in the electric arc it can be vaporized. A
ample calculation shows that temperatures exceeding this order
o&uld be produced by the sudden impact.of a large meteorite,
such as a large mass of iron possessing a momentum that would
receive relatively little check from the resistance of the air.
A mass of 100 tons (2*24 x 105 Ib.)1 of iron travelling with a
1This is a moderate estimate. The Hoba meteorite in South-West
Africa, now actually 60 tons, has partly rusted away and when it fell the
weight was about 100 tons. A million tons has been assumed to be the
weight of the meteorite which made the crater in Arizona; a sphere of
iron of this weight would have a diameter of 208 feet—small for a celestial
body. The velocity might be up to 45 miles per second, and squaring this
velocity much higher figures would result.

